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ïîflyiflAT. REVIEW No. 2. I»m* wherein Ufe awakens; then In animals. In which the 

Idea attains to the twilight of reason; finally. In 
where reason rises Into mind and achieves self-co nscious- 
ness and freedom. As self-conscloua mind It expresses 
Itself in the history of peoples. In religion, art, philosophy. 
In human institutions, In the family and in law, until it 
résiliés itself In the State as its latest and highest object 
According to Hegel, then, the universal Idea develops Into 
Godhead in proportion as the material world rises from 
the inorganic to the organic, and, Anally, to man. In the 
« tentai part of man, flte Idea arrives at self-conscious net 

and freedom and becomes God — the Absolute."—(M. 
Beer )

tual work, Is seen to be very useful, because, out of the 
clash of opinions, it brings forth the truth and stimulâtes 
to deeper thodghL Hegel seized hold of this expression 
and named his logical method after It This Is the dia
lectic method, or the manner of conceiving thlny and be
ings of the universe as In a process of becoming, through 
the struggle of contradictory elements and their resoitt- 

It Is precisely opposition or antithesis, which 
sets things in motion,, which Is the mainspring of evolu
tion, which calls forth and develops the latent forces and 
powers of being. Had the earth as a fiery, gaseous ■«««« 
remained in that state, without the contradiction, that Is, 
the cooling and condensation taking place, then no life 

h.. , , , , would have appeared on it Had the State remained auto-
■4 It is fairly «*& to say that never before,in the at thw Hegelan AbBolute> th“ 6)181 R°al era tic,, and the contradictory principle, middlendase free-

hfatnry of inanMnd has there existed a social sitn- evolution, but perfection and, here deep calls to *>m been absent, then the life of the state would have

K stion to wMeà lhe terms “moving" and “djnamie*MeeP; Perfection means rest, rest from the contra- ^comJ **“■ and the b,oom of culture rendered hn»oeal- 
'& r, V „ • 8 U UJUanUC^j. . . , „ hie. Had Capitalism remained without Its proletarian
; could be so justly applied as to modern society nug^dietory elements that make for a. changing world, contradiction, then it would have reverted to an Industrial 

der the machine ^process and the regime of capftatll^pred1 ca ting the disturbing unfsSniliar and the un- feudalism, it is the contradiction, or the antithesis, which 
Coincident -wifl* this “moving” and “dynaml^f forseen, the unforseeable and the chances of eon- brin*5 toto heinig the whole kingdom of the potentialities

î i snsiel situation! modern thought has been seixèd flîct and failure ever dogging our footsteps in life. ’ and,glfte of n*tDre and of humanity. Only when the
ÿm of the world, both the social The desire for rest of this over-driven, calamity nd- „ pIaBe of aoaght and eiMence ... The thing
aiversal world of nature, as in a den humanity has its corollary in a “love of ease,” or being, against which the contradiction operates, was

In accordance with his ajie- love of ease is the primitive urge, the universal ideal, called by Hegel the Positive, and the contradiction, or the 
ning animal man, perhaps by How many “Heavens, the visions of unfulfilled de- antagonistic element, or the antithesis, be called the

constitution of his intelleetoal sire,” has it not inspired» Negation The contradiction, however/ nay* Regel “la
i.;- . ■. . ~ ..... .1 -T>. f __ the source of all movement and Hfe; ofty insofar.-sg it

pontalnn a - contradiction can anything have movement.

Imen.

na3ltatfe i-i ■’ -'Marx is ofUP« One of antecedents In respect of 
I»' Me POSWstes and preconceptions .... which 
he point of departure for all of his creative work 
KM sad economic theory. By his earlier training 

Is Hugetian* !» lis method and conception of the gro- 
' "HV sehteneotcausation.—“C") of social development 

| later training-under the English classical school of
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JWbnder diverse' latelleetusl-' a*klee," '*ays Mha Uewey 
"the idea tie assumed diverse forms and colora But all 

of them have involved the conception of a completed ac
tivity, a static perfection. Desire and need# have Men 
treated as signs of deficiency, and endeavor as proof not 
of power but of Incompletioo- In Aristotle this concep
tion of an end which exhausts all realisation and excludes 
all potentiality appears as a definition of highest excel
lence. It of necessity excludes all want and struggle and 
all dependencies. It Is- neither practical nor social. No
thing Is left» but a self-revolving, self-sufficing thought 
engaged In contemplating Its own sufficiency. Some forms 
of Oriental morals have united this logic with a profounder 
psychology, and have seen that the final terminus on this 
road Is Nirvana, an obliteration of all thought and desire. 
In medieval science, the Ideal reappeared as a definition 
of heavenly bliss accessible only to a redeemed Immortal 
souL Herbert Spencer Is far enough away from Aristotle, 
medieval Christianity and Buddhism; but the Idea re- 
emerges In his conception of a goal of evolution in which 
adaptation of organism to environment is complete and 
final. Ik popular thought, the conception lives In the 
vague thought of a remote state of attainment in which 
we shall be beyond ‘temptation,’ and 1 nwhich virtue by 
its own Inertia will persist as a triumphant consummation.
... The fallacy in these versions of the same idea Is per

haps thÿ most pervasive of all fallacies In philosophy. So 

common is it that one questions whether It might not be 
called the philosophical fallacy. ... It is forgotten that 
success Is success of s specific "effort, and satisfaction the 
fulfillment of a specific demand, so that success and satis
faction become meaningless when severed from the wants 
sad struggles whose consummation they are, or when 
taken universally, all-incluslvely "

left i^tcHLOd

" ... This thought of Hegel's is of extraordinary iig|. 
ance for the understanding of Marxism. It Is the seel of 

the Marxian doctrine of the class-struggle, nay of the 
whole Marxian system. One may say that Marx la always 
on the look-out for contradictions within social èeroloy 
ment, for wherever the contradiction (antithesis—class- 
struggle) shows itself, there begins, according to Marx* 
Hegel, the progress to a higher plane.

"We have now become familiar with two expressions of 
the dialectical method, the positive and the negation. We 
have seen the first two stages of the process of growth in 
thought and In reality. The process is not yet complete. 
It still requires a third stage. This third step Hegel call
ed the Negation of the Negation. With the continued oper
ation of the negation, a new thing or being comes Into ex
istence.

». T

evolutionary process. By, “ckusStion” 
how it happened.” Broadly these schemes of caus
ation group themselves into two kinds—the teleôlo- 

", gieal, of which Hegelianism is an example, and the 
BOtt^eleological characteristically the scheme associ- 
ated with Darwinism, which achieves its purest and 
strictest expression in the mechanistic conception 
used as a working hypothesis in enquiry into phen- 

- omens of existence by the later post-Darwinian 
science of our day. A teleological conception of 
evolution means evolution to a goal or end, imply
ing purposive direction in the “trend” of things; 
generally, in-the apprehension of old-fashioned evol
utionists, a meliorative trend is conceived of, indi
cating a belief in a benign order of nature. The con
ception is shot through and through with the “anim
ism” referred to ini last issue. An element" of per
sonality is projected into the process which the json- 

, .teleological Darwinism sees as an impersonal, Mech
anical play of brute forces looking to no end. It is 

>■? „ .claimed that that science which aims at a statement 
qf the phenomena of process in terns of the “nor- 

... _. . Jhof states of “equilibrium” or “rest,” aftd
•jp/ “irBnds” to those states, exhibits thus vestigial re 

maim of the animistic propensity. Be that as it 
r . may, let us ask what lies behind the belief in a 

treçki in things to a goal, so characteristic an elem- 
: v eat df Hegel’s philosophy, tines it is he whom we 

have to consider next, because Marx adopted the 
Hegelian dialectic method and scheme of 

• x ttom. 1 eeggest, f»r whatever there may be in H, 
V ^we peer behind Hegel’s eonsdous thought proeee- 

sea for same irrational primitive urge as a cause of
V- -/ I- T' *.

we mean,
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4“To revert to our examples: the complete cooling and 
condensation of the earth’s crust: the rise of the middle- 
class State : the victory pf the Proletariat : these things 
represent the setting aside or suspension of the Negation: 
the contradiction Is thus resolved, and a new stage in the 
process of evolution is reached. The expression Positive 
(or affirmation >, Negation, and Negation of the Negation, ‘ 
are also known as thesis, antithesis, and synthesis.
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“In order to understand thla more distinctly, and to 
visualise it, let us consider an egg. It Is something posi
tive, but It contains a germ, which, awakening to Ufe, 
gradually consumes (Le., negatives) th«^ contents of the 
egg. This negation is, however, no mere destruction and 
annihilation; on the contrary, it results In the germ de
veloping Into a living thing. The negation being complete, 
the chick breaks through the egg shell. This represents 
the negation of the negation, whereby there has arisen 
something organically higher than the egg.

“While the Hegelian cosmology is mystical 
an Idealist, In exploring by means of this method the wMB
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eSo much for Hegel's goal and other like “per

fectionists” ideals. In the actual practice of life, 
goals and “ends” we aim for are merely turning 
pointa to fresh courses of activity and another fut
ure fall of contingencies. -Let me now turn to 
Hegel’s dialectic, his scheme of causation of the 
evolutionary process, of how he conceives it hap-

cansa-. Hegel

expanse of human knowledge he scattered an astonishing
abundance of materialistic and strictly scientific observa
tions and suggestions, and inspired his pupOe and reader» 
with a tiring conception of history, of the 
mankind to ‘keif-consciousness and freedom, thus ■—i*—. x ,

«Biipkmtt an idealist: The origin saA 
eead of growth was to be sought, scnorfflng to him, net pens:

«rial forces, but in the logtel idea,
IN itiNdhite, or—In its reMgkme «tpre» “By the dialectic the old Oreeke understood the art of 

‘ ^ Beduu He ereaied the world He is to be re- discourse and rejoinder, the refutation of an opponent by
of 'the dedime Uen of his assertions and proofs, the bringing

/
of the

them capable of pushing their studies further.
cipeting themselves from all sjslliImrthe

"As a guide to his studies from-18*44 onwards, Marx 
used the conception of history, or

-M

isterlal embodiment: It *rst nrnrnssns itself «vamteed destiy, this art of dteen—iM, in spits of its eon-
, The Maa creates into relief at the oonbwdlctioni and antitheses. When

to eoceeiva in theughtfibe evnlv- 
(Continued- on pnge 8) *
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